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FAREWELL LETTER
TIGER SELECTS AN
BISHOP FINLEY IS
TIGERS REDUCE FAMOUS PURPLE HURRICANE
ALL-STATE ELEVEN HEARD AT CLEMSON
TO BILLY LAVAL
TO GENTLE BREEZE, OUTPLAYING LAVAL'S
to See Reason for Most Se- EPISCOPAL LEADER CONClemson College, S. C,
TEAM AND WINNING SENSATIONAL GAME Palling
lections Already Made, The Tiger
December 4, 1923.
DUCTS VESPER SERVICE

Picks a Mythical Eleven and
Mr. Wm. L. Laval, Coach,
Challenges the World to Fvoduce
Bishop Finley, of Columbia, was
The Purple Hurricane,
Furman's Vaunted Offense is Smeared Over Manly Field
an Outfit to Beat It.
at Clemson on Sunday, and while
Greenville, S. C.
he was here he spoke in the "Y"
Dear
Bill:
—
by Saunders' Fighting Tiges—Score Does Not Indion the subject, "Athletics as ApTIGER'S ALL-STATE TEAM
"Veni, vidi, vici," which, being
plied to Everyday Life." All percate Vast Superiority of Clemson—Pat Harmon
sons that came in late had a slight translated, means, "I came to GreenFinklea—Clemson
End
difficulty in obtaining a seat, but ville, took a look at Furman, and
Kicks Winning Point From Placement—Entire Strother—Clemson
Tackle
finally when everybody had settled I mopped up the earth with them."
Lanford—Furman
Guard
down, the speaker delivered an ad- Those words might aptly be said by
Clemson Plays Well.
Wertz—Clemson
Center
dress to one of the largest audi- the CLEMSON TEAM.
Jackson—Clemson
Guard
ences to gather at the Y. M. C. A.
Well; Bill, I and my $40 overcoat
Holohan—Clemson
Tackle
for several week back. The talk enjoyed the day, rain and all, every
Doped to lose by two touchdowns or more, a sleek and slenMeyer—Carolina
End
centered around the lives of those minute of it, even when you made
der Tiger, striped in Purple and Gold, rushed upon the soggy
Carter—Furman
Guarterback
men who looked upon life as a game a touchdown, for I was pretty sure
Robinson—Clemson
Halfback
gridiron of Manly Field last Thursday, and chewed the highlyat which all of us must succeed or that there wouldn't be any more
Harmon—Clemson
Halfback
touted Purple Hurricane to mere shreds, leaving its vaunted
failBishop Finley compared our like it. I and my overcoat have
Williams—Clemson
Fullback
lives to our most familiar game, been a jinx to every team Clemson
offense and its celebrated defense scattered all over Furman
Hollohan to be Captain.
that of football. He spoke of the has played when we have been
flats. The bare score fails utterly to tell of the vast superiority
eleven men on the team as dis- present- Up at Centre, I got excited
which Bud Saunders' fighting Tigers showed over Furman.
The Sunday papers in this state honesty, drunkenness, disease, ig- and took off my overcoat after we
No story in words can picture the glorious victory which those were replete with all-South Caro- norance, poverty, impurity, lying, had made our touchdown and see
heroes won from Furman. Words cannot describe how the lina football teams selected by jealousy, hatred, selfishness, and what happened. We didn't get to
Tigers smashed through the powerful Furman line to smear coaches and sports writers through- prejudice; the whole team having V. P. I., so that accounts for that
Bill Laval's invincible off tackle plays Description is pitifully out the state. They were good, bad, for its coach the devil. The speak- game. We were present at all the
indifferent, and hilariously funny. er's advice was to pick the largest rest of them—note the results.
insufficient to portray the crashing, dazzling attack which It is amusing to note how some of man and hit him hard; because the
Well, Bill, I have it dopedout
smothered the Hurricane beneath its fury.
the pickers floundered around to bigger they are the harder they about as follows: When your outFor five years the Tiger had been thirsting for a drink avoid picking this or that man in fall.
fit come on the field, they were the
from the cup of victory. Four years had passed since the Clem- order to give the position in ques- The closing words of the address "Purple Hurricane." Taking things
son warriors had returned victorious over the Baptists But last tion to some other less deserving was advice as to how to succeed in in their natural orders, the Tigers
player. The composite team, con- the great game of life. We are to
Thursday, while a blinding, driving, freezing rain cut into the sisting of Meyer, Wagener, Lang- copy after those who have left their took the "Purple" out of them in
the first half and your boys came
faces of nine thousand spectators who braved its fury, the ford, Miller, Jackson, Holohan, mark on the tablets of greatness back in white. This left only the
Clemson College Tigers led the Hurricane through a bleak, Carter, McCurry, Dotterer, Robinson, that sit before the eyes of the world, "Hurricane." In the second half,
and barren, and trackless desert wherein there was no sem- Poteat, and Williams, is fairly and shape our lives in the molds the Clemson lads knocked the
represepntative with a few changes. from which only true men are pro- "Hurry" out of the "Hurricane,"
blance of an oasis.
The only way to get an all-star duced. True greatness can only ex- leaving only the ".cane" and I noIt happened so quickly that many ditions were suited for anything selection to please yourself is tn ist in those lives that have defeated ticed that the Furman seniors were
people never knev/ how Clemson but football, but even under those pick it yourself, so we proceeded the eleven .men of the devils team, carrying canes on the streets of
scored her touchdown. In the first conditions, both teams performed to pick the team shown in the box but Bishop Finley left the assurance Greenville, evidently in memory of
that all men can train and develop all that remains of the once—faquarter McCurry fumbled and the exceptionally well.
There
were above.
into fighters that can overcome al- mous Purple Hurricane.
cat-like Finklea pounced upon the very few fumbles after the first
Finklea and Meyer
most' inconceivable odds.
ball on Furman's 4 2 yard line. Pat few moments, and the field was
Well, Bill, I suppose you have
The wing positions called for
—S. W. H.
Harmon spun through tackle for 3 5 wet, but not entirely covered with
decided
not to coach at Georgia
considerable
thought.
There
are
a
C.A.C.
yards. After a few plays, Robinson waterFurman, according to all
Tech
next
year. Now, Bill, I don't
number
of
stellar
ends
in
South
Miss Mildred Hope of Union, S.
dropped back and heaved a pass to experts, had the edge on account
have any idea that you are contemFinklea, McCurry hit the ball but of the condition of the field.
It Carolina this season—this in direct C, spent the week end with her
plating leaving Furman, but Bill,
Gilly Dotterer snagged it and slid was freely admitted by Furman refutation of The Greenville News' sister, Mrs- B. B. Burley.
if you ever do decide to leave, let
over the goal for a touchdown. supporters before the game that the statement that Carter, Poteat and
Robinson
were
the
only
outstandPatrick Harmon kicked goal from weather
Capt. and Mrs.
George Stack- me give you a bit of friendly adconditions simply made
Don't go to Georgia Tech,
ing
players
in
the
state.
'Otis
Carplacement for the extra point.
house are on a visit to their father, vicethings better for the Hurricane.
ter, of Furman, is a wonderful end- Mr. H. M. Stackhouse.
but pack up your off-takle play and
Their
plays
were
built
upon
power
Furman's touchdown came when
In addition to running his team,
all the other desk full of plays that
McCurry got away from the man and drive, and with their heavy,
he plays a great defensive and ofyou have and go to Morningside or
Miss
Jane
Shanklin,
of
Winstonhim
and re- powerful backfield, they were slatw-»rt) was v covering
fensive game.
But we have dis- Salem, N. C, spent Thanksgiving Hiram or Brskine or the College
a
ed
to
have
the
advantage
over
the
ceived a 13 0 yard pass and ran 20
Clemson's backfied was posed of Carter thru other chan- Day with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. of Charleston, or the Electorl ColCarter Tigers.
yards for the touchdown.
lege or some place like that. The
light
and
fast, a combination usual- nels. With Carter out of the way, A. G- Shanklin.
dropped t Lack to try a placement
off-tackle play is good if it goes
ly considered dangerous in the mud. the choice lies between Finklea,
,
\e
extra
point.
The
inkick for tb.
Meyer,
and
Garrison.
Finklea
is
a
but
when it doesn't, it is like the
was snapped, The big plowing backs can make
Lieutenant George W. Sawyer, a
stant that t,ihe - bal1
certain choice because of his defenthree-card-monte
dealer's little red
their
yards
much
easier
in
the
mud
prominent member of the senior
and tW
Charlie Rob-Jnson
° Clemson than the fleet halfback can step sive ability which has asserted itace—"Now you
see it, now you
d
class,
spent
Thanksgiving
Day
in
linemen rush> through and Carter
self in every game he has played.
don't."
them
off
around
ends.
Bud
SaunCalhoun on important business.
was rushed t«A a frenZy' h'S ki°k g°~ ders had builded his style of play Finklea and Garrison are the only
Well, Bill, I will anxiously wait
J. C. S.
ing wild. Rol/3
for next Thanksgiving when you
upon speed. Furman used simply ends in the state who smashed Bill
so
that
had
the
ball
front of him
Laval's
much-tooted
off-tackle
come to Riggs field and we will
it would have been old-style football.
It would be a good idea for all
gone straight
smashes.
Even
Meyer
failed
in the
ignt.wj
then show you how a track meet
Clemson was rated as a passing
football men to be thinking about
blocked.
ne newspaper account team, and wet weather was a dis- execution of Metzger's plans to stop electing a capable field general for ought to be staged.
In spite of c?
All in all, the this play. But Meyer, by reason of
the game was full advantage there.
Yours without a struggle, E. G. P.
next season.
to the contrar V'
(Continued on Page Five)
(Continued on Page Two.)
The weather con.if real footbal r
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PAUL C. JONES
Sunday afternoon, December 2nd,
1923, one of the most popular boys
in the cadet corps answered the call
of the Master. Cadet Paul Jones
had been a member of the student
body of Clemson for only one year,
yet in this time he had won a place
in the hearts of his class-mates and
fellow-students.
Always smiling,
always good-natured, this boy of
eighteen was well-liked by all with
whom he came in contact. At the
same time he commanded one's respect by his actions and by his
thoughts. The esteem held for him
by the cadet corps was shown by
the instanttaneous response to the request for funds to secure floral
offerings- Many of his class-mates
and school mates attended the funeral.
The entire college misses Paul
Jones. Those who knew him best
feel that they have suffered an irreparable loss. We, as a student
body, wish to extend our sympathy
to the family. Tho great is the
loss of the student body in a friend
and class-mate, far greater is the
loss of the family in a son and an
irreplaceable partCadet Paul Jones' friends rise up
and call him blessed. —E. L. S.
TURKEY DAY SPECIAL
For three long, long years we
have waited for it to happen. We
have made four trips to Greenville
to see Clemson do her stuff. We
went over four times full of elation, with hopes as high as the
eternal skies—and three of those
times we came back to Tigertown
with "wailing
and
gnashing of
teeth"—BUT -the fourth time- we
were happy as a sixteen year old
girl with her frat pin.
We brought back with us that
intangible emblem of superiority—
the State Championship. To change
Caesar's words a bit, "we went, we
saw, we celebrated." Long will the
Tigers remember that celebration,
yea, and long will Furman and
Greenville remember it. When time
has dimmed our memories, and age
has wrought havoc with the old
guard, still there will be those who
remember the cheers of the throng
that paraded thru the streets of the

"Piedmont Metropolis," from G. W.
C- to the court house. Thru the
hotels, thru the theatres, up and
down the main streets and some of
the side streets, never abating in
noise and enthusiasm, went the
seemingly never ending line of loyal
Tigers.
The eloquence of the main speakers who spoke on the court house
steps, the music of the cheers, the
burning of the funeral pyre, tho
sweet, sad notes of Taps, and last,
but greatest, the
never-say-die
spirit of those eleven immortals on
the football field,—these will all be
cherished as among our dearest remembrances when
oar sons, and
our grandsons, are living our lives
again at Dear Old Clemson.
Everybody, except ourselves, said,
you can't do it; but we did "BEAT
FURMAN," and proved beyond the
shadow of a doubt that the Clemson Tiger is far superior to the Furman "Zephyr." The score is to us
only what the medal is to the track
man—an emblem.
What lives in
our hearts is what we saw on the
field—A rejuvenation of the Old
Clemson Spirit!
—E. H. H.
C.A.C.
■
TIGERS REDUCE FAMOUS
PURPLE HURRIOAXE
(Continued From Page One.)
weather was all in Furman's favor.
The dopesters in hotel lobbies and
on the streets figured that Bill
Laval's off-tackle
smash
would
continue to enjoy its reputation of
never having been stopped by a
South Carolina team. But they had
reckoned without the Tigers.
It was some time after the game
started that Furman had an opportunity to try their famous offtackle playWhen they finally
started it, Poteat, the invincible,
Poteat, whom Greenville hailed as
hero, Poteat himself (not a moving picture), picked his weary body
up from the ground some four
yards behind the line of scrimmage after Butch Holohan could
disentangle himself from the Furman flash. And so it went throuout
the game. Strother, Holohan, Finklea, and Garrison made life miserable for the much-praised Furman
halfback. Two, three, to ten yards
behind the line of scrimmage they
brought him down on every occasion
that he essayed to carry the ball.
The Clemson tackles scattered Laval's "perfect" interference to the
four winds, and made many tackles
as well.
The
off-tackle
smash
never got to the line of scrimmage.
Once on a quick line up play,
McCurry cut back around right end
for nine yards.
Waters made it
first down. This was the extent of
Furman's ground gain from running plays. Their net yardage was
considerably less than nothing.
The Tigers threw them for loss after loss, forcing them to kick on
most every occasion.
Furman actually hung up two first downs, the
other coming on the forward pass
which gave them their touchdownThe Tiger line performed even
more brilliantly Thursday than it
did against the other teams it has
met this year. The Clemson team
was a cluster of gems. Perfect coordination, and machine-like precision marked the play of the Tiger
Eleven men were in every play.
Eleven sons of Clemson smashed,
drove, and tore into every play as
if it was to be their only effort in
life to stop that one move. There
was no saving up for the next play,
or the next period. Every ounce of
energy was concentrated on each
move.
Bratton Williams, who has splintered every line he has met, furled
his scant 155 pounds against Furman as tho he weighed a ton. He
plowed through the Hurricane forward line for substantial gains.
During the game he gained and
netted yardage of 47 yards. Robinson gained more than 30 yards, and'
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Harmon had about 45.
Each of
these three Clemson backs gained
more ground from running plays
than the entire Furman team.
Charlie Robinson palled
the
most sensational play of the game
when he received a punt from Pateat on Clemson's 25 yard lineRobby headed straight up the sideline, and with the aid of his shifty
feet and some able interference by
his teammates, ran some thirty
yards and then cut across the field
at an angle of forty-five degrees
and evaded the entire Furman team,
crossing Furman's goal
for a
touchdown, but the referee called
him back for a legitimate return
of 20 yards when he stepped on the
chalk line which, unfortunately, is
out-or-boundary territory.
Captain Butch Holohan covered
himself with glory.
He dashed
over the top like an American
doughboy going thru the Argonne.
Several times he came in from behind to catch Furman runners and
bring them
down
before
they
reached the scrimmage line. Vieing with him for honors in this respect was Strother, whose smashing of interference was a thing of
beauty to Clemson supporters. Tennant and Jackson flawlessly executed the plans of the coaches.
Clemson's ends, Finklea and Garrison, again lived up to their reputations and they were almost immovable.
Furman (6)
Clemson (7)
Tilghman
Finklea
Left End
Burnett
Strother
Left Tackle
Lanford
'.
Tennant
Left Guard
Coleman
Wertz
Center
Blackwell
Jackson
Right Guard
Howard
Holohan (C.)
Right Tackle
Carter (C.)
Garrison
Right End
McCurry
Dotterer
Quarter Back
Poteat
Robinson
Left Half Back
Simpson
Harmon
Right Half Back
Waters ■.
Williams
Full Back
Score by periods:
Clemson
7 0 0 0—7
Furman
6 0 0 0—6
Scoring—Touchdowns:
Dotterer,
McCurry; try for point: Placement
kick; Harmon.
Officials—Poewell,
(Wisconsin)
referee; Erwin (Birmingham) umpire; McQuarrie (Army) headlinesman—Stroud (Winston-Salem) field
judge.
PLAY BY PLAY
FIRST PERIOD
Furman won the toss and elected
to receive- Robinson kicked off and
Carter fumbled. Strother recovered
for Clemson on Furman's 38 yard
line.
Robinson failed to gain at
right tackle. Furman penalized 5
off side, giving Clemson first down.
Harmon made a yard at left tackle.
Williams made 5 yards over the
line. Robinson netted one yard at
right guard.
McCurry intercepted
a pass, but dropped it and Furman
took the ball over on downs on her
own 16 yard line.
Waters went over the line for 2
yards. Poteat punted 40 yards and
ball rolled dead on Clemson's 40
yard line.
Robinson punted 38
yards and ball rolled dead on Furman's 22 yard line. Furman made
5 yards on exchange of punts- McCurry lost 2 yards at left end. Waters made 1 at right tackle. Poteat punted 25 yards out of bounds
on Furman's 47 yard line. Dotterer
made 2 yards over line. Robinson
punted 32 yards out of bounds on
Furman's 14 yard line.
Poteat
punted 35 yards and Robinson returned 7 yards to Furman's 39 yard

"N

line.
H »
Williams made 4 yards at right
tackle. Robinson made a yard at ■■■■■■■■■■■a
right tackle. He added a yard over
center. A bad pass from center lost a
IB
12 yeards and ball went over to * ■
■
Furman on her own 4 7 yard line.
McCurry fumbled and Finklea recovered on Furman's 42 yard line.
Williams failed to gain at centerWE HAVE
Harmon made 3 3 yards through
right tackle, carrying ball to Furman's 7 yard line.
Carter threw
Dotterer for a 14 yard loss on a
left end run.
Robinson went 7
yards through center on a fake play.
McCurry knocked forward pass into
air and Dotterer recovered it and
slid across
the goal line for a
of
touchdown. Harmon kicked goal
from placement.
Clemson 7.
Loose Leaf Note Books
Robinson kicked off 45 yards.
Waters returned 18 to Furman's 45
Lef ax Note Books
yard line. McCurry made 3 yards
at left tackle.
Poteat made one
Note Book Fillers
yard at right tackle. Poteat punted
3 8 yards and ball fell dead on
Clemson Jewelry
Clemson's 18 yard line. Williams
failed to gain and ran out of
Pennants
bounds- Robinson punted 35 yards
and McCurry was downed in his
Pillow Covers
tracks on Furman's 49 yard line.
Stationery
Waters made a yard at center. Pass
from Poteat to McCurry netted 48
Fountain Pens
yards and a touchdown.
Carter
missed placement try for point.
Cameras
Clemson 7. Furman 6.
SECOND QUARTER
Photographic Supplies
Robinson kicked off 3 5 yards and
Waters returned 12 to Furman's 37
Norris Candies
yard line.
Poteat made 1 yard
through right tackle. McCurry lost
Eversharp Pencils
one yard at left end. Poteat punted
52 yards and ball drifted dead on
Clemson's 8 yard line.
Harmon
drilled left tackle 5 yards. Robinson lost a yard at left end- Robinson punted 35 yards and McCurry
returned 15 to Clemson's 3 5 yard
line. Holohan threw Waters for a
5 yard loss on a line play. Pass
grounded.
Harmon
intercepted
pass and ran 47 yards to Furman's
23 yard line. Williams failed at
right tackle. Pass from Robinson
to Garrison netted 9 yards Harmon made 2 yards and first down
on Furman's 12 yard line. Dotterer
The Rexall Druggist
lost a yard on a fake play over -center. Robinson made 2 yards over
right tackle.
Finklea dropped a ■ ■
« ■
>|
pass from from Robinson, with a
B
clear field to go for touchdown. flRaiiaaiBg)
Tilghman cut Robinson for a 10 aaaaaaaaaas
yard loss and ball went over to a a a a aaaaaaaaa
Furman on her own 24 yard line.
Griffin for Dotterer. McCurry went
9 yards around right end- Poteat
made a yard and a first down over
tackle.
McCurry lost 2 yards at
left end. McCurry got back one
yard around right end.
Poteat
We Serve Regular Meals,
punted 53 yards and Griffin was
downed on Clemson's 17 yard line.
Pies, Cakes, Sandwiches,
Robinson punted 37 yards.
McIce Cream,
Curry returned 2 yards to ClemIce Cold Milks,
son's 47 yard line.
Waters regained a yard at right
Soft Drinks,
tackle. Pass failed. Robinson inFruits and Candies,
tercepted a pass on Clemson's 30
yard line.
Hot Dogs a Speciality.
McCurry signaled for a fair catch
of Robinson's 35 yard punt. Fur- Y. M. C. A. BASEMENT
man on own 33 yard line.
Waters made 2 yards at right
tackle- Poteat made 1 at right end.
Clemson was penalized 5 yards off
side. Garrison threw McCurry for
7 yard loss at end. Poteat failed to
gain at right end. Poteat punted
25 yards and Robinson returned 10
to Clemson's 46 yard line. He ran
SOAP,
TOILETS,
for a tounchdown, but stepped out
AND ALL OTH~~
of bounds and was called back.
Clemson penalized 5 yards for off
ARTICLES FOI?
side.
Robinson punted 50 yards
out of bounds.
Half up.
ClemCLEMSON CAT
son 7; Furman 3.
THIRD PERIOD
Robinson kicked off 35 yards to
PRICES. ■
Simpson, who returned 7 yards to
Furman's 34 yard line.
Waters
failed to gain at right end. Poteat
punted 30 yards and Griffin returned 10 yards to Clemson's 4 5
(Continued on Pape Five.)
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CADET DIES WHILE
ON WAY TO GAME

-\ i

Eanl C. Jones, Popular Member of
The Sompomore Class Dies at his
Home—Was Spending Wednesday
at Home Before Going to the
Game In GreenTllle—Cadets Extend Sympathy to Relatives.

4

i
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Sunday afternoon as the dust
of twilight was falling, Cadet Paul
Jones, of the
Sophomore
Class,
passed into the Great Beyond. Last
Wednesday this good-natured boy of
eighteen was meeting classes, and
enjoying all the benefits of a clean
healthy life.
He left school and
went home to pass the Thanksgiving holiday. Wesday night he became 111, and before Sunday night
had passed, he was dead.
The funeral was held Monday afternoon at three-thirty at the boy's
home in Starr. Many boys from the
cadet corps were granted leave of
absence to attend the funeral. The
student body, "the members of the
Sophomore Class and the members
of Cadet Jones' company each contributed beautiful floral offerings'
Six of the boy's closest friends in
the student body acted as pallbearers. The funeral services were
conducted by the Rev. C. B. Hawkins, pastor of the Baptist church
at Starr.
The deepest sympathy of the entire cadet corps is extended to Cadet Jones' family in their bereavement. No possible act of kindness
shall be overlooked by the student
Clemson 7—Carolina
6
body as it endeavors to lighten the
Clemson 7—V. P. 1
25
burden of sorrow cast upon them.
Clemson 12—Davidson
0
They have lost a son, a brother.
Clemson 20—P. C
0
The student body has lost a comClemson 7—Furman
6
panion, a school-mate, and a friend.
E. L. S92
65
C.A.C.
Against state opposition Clemson
TIGER TEAM ENDS A CONhas had only 12
points scored
SISTENT AS WELL AS
against her, while at the same time
A SUCCESSFUL SEASON her valient warrors have shattered
opponents goal lines to the tune of
"Brd" Saunders And His Gang seventy-eight points.
Gentlemen,
View The World From The Apex seven of those points melted the
Satisfaction Reigns Supreme.
"Hurricane" into a late autumn
On
last
Thursday
afternoon breezeSatisfaction is ours, acquired by right, fight and might.
someone neglected to peel the bell Supreme satisfaction, as ours, to
in that city famed tower of Furman have and to hold.
—J. M. L.
and also "paged" Mr. Bill Laval,
CAC
in vain. Such occurrences were diTHE COLUMBIAN.
rect evidence
of the fact that
things had not turned out right for
Despite the lull that comes after
Furman.
In fact, judging by the a big football game, The Columbian
way that the cadets of Clemson had a very good meeting on Friday
were treating Greenville we are in- evening.
The society was called
clined to think that the Tigers to order and led in the customary
must have trimmed the fringe off devotional exercises by Mr. B. W.
of Furman's
prestigeThis last Freeland, then the regular program
presumtion was nothing more nor was taken upless than the truth, and a glorious
The orator for the evening, M.
truth it was in every sence of the T. J. Hart, delievered a good oraword.
tion, "Keep Going." The first deThis, however, was nothing mor> claimer being absent, the second,
than one more revolution of the Mr. J. C. Aull, was called on. He
Tiger's wheel of efficiency and coi- delievered a very good declamation,
sistant performance.
Just as a "The Cremation of Sam McGee."
steam roller goes slowly, but force- This is the same declamation with
fully forward, to do its work, so which Mr. Aull won the medal for
did the Tiger football team march the best declamation, last year.
steadily and undefeated, by state
The debate for the evening was
opposition, to that
pinnacle
of on the humorous quary, "Resolved
glory and honor better known as that the head end of a goat is the
the championship of South Carolina. butt end"
The debators were
I At no time has the Clemson con- Freshmen, and the debate was a
tingent endeavored to "snow-under" very lively one—the affimative winI its opposition, or to make a track ning by a close margin.
meet of any of its games. NeverThis last meeting showed that
the less, at no time has a South there are some men in the society
i Carolina team made itself a thing who are real workers,
and
we
of the threatening aspect to the should feel proud of the improveall-South
Carolina
team which ment which the society has shown.
Clemson calls its own.
Let us keep the good work going
The following data speaks for and put the Columbian in its rightitself as to the successful consist- ful place on the top.
R. H. S.
ency with which the Tigers clawed
C.A.C.
their way to the apex of South Ca"All work and no play makes
rolina's football realm:
Jack a dull boy," and parents
| Clemson
Opponents should aid the club boy to enjoy
Clemson 0—Auburn
0 every wholesome phase of pleasure
Clemson 32—Newberry
0 and recreation that the fair affords.
Remember, "Pa", you were once a
Clemson 7—Centre
28 boy yourself.

i

Why Billy Laval Failed to Enjoy His Thursday Night's Sleep.

ANTOINE LAURENT LAVOISIER
1743-1794

Born in Paris, son of a wealthy
tradesman. As a student won
a prize for an essa}>- on lighting
the streets of Paris. Held various Government posts. A martyr of the Reign of Terror.
Founder of modern chemistry.

They couldn't destroy
the work he did

This is the mark of the
General Electric Company, an organization
of 100,000 men and
women engaged in producing the tools by
which electricityman's great servant—
is making the world a
better place to live in.

"The Republic has no need for savants,"
sneered a tool of Robespierre as he sent
Lavoisier, founder of modern chemistry, to
the guillotine. A century later the French
Government collected all the scientific
studies of this great citizen of Paris and
published them, that the record of his researches might be preserved for all time.
Lavoisier showed the errors of the theory
of phlogiston—that hypothetical, material
substance which was believed to be an element of all combus^t-blo compounds and to
produce fire wl n liberated. He proved
fire to be the union cf other elements with
a gas which he named oxygen.
Lavoisier's 'work goes on. In the Research
Laboratories of the General Electric Company the determination of the effects of
atmospheric air on lamp filaments, on metals
and on delicate instruments is possible because of the discoveries of Lavoisier and
his contemporaries.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
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bad that I wouldn't risk buying a
return ticket."—Sondags Nisse.
Cannibal Prince—"Am I too late
for the dinner?"
Cannibal King—"Yep, everybody's
eaten."

/
No Thrill
A new stenographer, after having held her job for a week, went
up to her boss and announced firmly that »he intended to resign.
"Wages not high enough?" h«
asked.
"No, sir, they're satisfactory."
"Work too hard for you?"
"Oh, no, it's very easy"
"Then what's the trouble?"
"Well, sir, I have some self-respect, and I have just discovered
that your wife isn't a bit jealous of
me."

BXTDDY-IN-THE-BARREIJ

PRESENTS
THE AMERICAN LEGION

She may be old and wrinkled and
dirty but you like her just the
same—A Five Dollar Bill.
John Wright:—"Irvin, I heard
that the last time you went to see
Enid you forgot to shave. Did she
say anything about it?"
Irvin Fraley:—"No, she didn't
It was a fine October morning
say anything, but I know she was
One September in July,
hurt."
The moon
lay thick
upon the A freshman from the Amazon
ground,
Put nighties of his Granmazon.
The mud down in the sky.
The reason's that
The flowers were singing sweetly, He was too fat
The birds were in full bloom,
To get his own Pajamazon.
I went down in the cellar
To sweep an upstairs room,
Red—"Your beautiful hair reThe time was Wednesday morning, minds me of a beautiful song"
At daybreak just at night,
Nannie—"Really?"
I saw a thousand miles away
Red—"All over nothing."
A house just out of sight.
Bill Turpin sneered
Its walls projected backward,
At careful folk,
Its front was in the back,
He hasn't sneered
It stood alone between two more
And it was whitewashed black.
Since his axel broke.
—Pit Panther.
Wifey wrote to hubby to send her
a check to pay for enpenses. He Full late and fast did William drive
O'er hill and thru hollow;
sent back a letter saying, "Am enHe
sped right by a "Road Closed"
closing check for one thousand kisssign.
es." In a few days wifey sent him a
They found his linen collar.
note saying, I received your checkIce man cashed it for me.
Wouldn't You?
Dearest Sweet Pea: Do you car- Honest, wouldn't you like to be
rot for me?
My heart beets for Out in the blue Pacific sea
you. With your radish hair and On an island far away
turnip nose, you are the apple of Eating bananas every day.
my eye. You fix a time when we Where the evening shadows fall
On the sands where maidens call.
cantaloupe.
Call you with native song and
dance,
Had we never met,
Vamp you,
than
you have no
Haw we never parted
chance.
We would have never
Been broken-hearted.
Wouldn't you like to have a seat
Passer-by (to motorist at side of At a native beauty meet,
road)—"What's the matter? Have With the blackeyed queens about,
Listening to them romp and shout.
a puncture?"
Motorist (with great self con- Woo 'em, win 'em, maybe wed 'em,
trol)—"No; I'm just changing the Like a snake's skin, finally shed
'em.
air in the tires!"
Mary had a little lamb,
Her father shot it dead,
Now it goes to school with her
Between two hunks of bread.

A Burglar's Lament.
I followed a lady upstairs—
Oh, my!
I peeped in the crack of her door!
And as only a burglar dares—
Oh, my! —
I counted the jewels she wore!
I watched her discreetly disrobe for
the night,
I watched her to bed as she put
out the light,
But just as I sized up the stuff I
could steal—
I had to go home! —
'Twas the end
of
the
reel!
—Judge.

Honest, would you like it there,
In the warmish tropic air.
Where the bugs the skeeters fly,
Bite you, maybe make you sign
For the place you left behind,
Just for dances, songs and wine
Would you go there if you could?
Honest now, I believe I would
—Tweetie.

Stage Hand:
"Did you say you
wanted a window or a widow?"
Show Manager: "I Bald window,
but they are both alike. When I
get near either one I alwayi look
out."

The Call

Co-Ed—"Is
Soph.—"Is
fast she can
sifter."—Boll

Miss Sassifras fast?"
she fast? She is so
drink water out of a
The social event of the year was
Weevil.
pulled by "Buddy" in the American
Legion's recent Armistic Day banAviator—"I fooled
seventy-five quet.
"Buddy" has never aspired
percent of those people down there to be a social lion, but he certainly
then. They though we were going did himself proud on the above and
to fall."
beforementioned occasion.
Passenger—"Yes, and you fooled
fifty per cent of us up here"
The Fifth Birthday of Peace was
Voo Doo.
fittingly observed at Clemson when
"I was
very
embarrassed in
church last Sunday."
"Do tell."
"I went with Tom. The pastor
read four chapters from the Acts
of the Apostles and Tom got up
and went out between each act."—
Gargoyle.
Copied from Kiddle Page of the
Atlanta Journal.
Star Letter
By Claude Sartor
I have just begun to read the
Kiddie Page and like it so much I
had to write to you and tell you
how much I enjoy it. I am eight
years old and am in the third grade
of the Clemson-Calhoun school. I
like to write poetry, but hate to
show any one what I write.
On
my way to school I pass through a
little grove and always stop and
listen to the sweet birdsongs. They
fill my heart with joy- I have a
little sweetheart:
Her
name is
Allie.
C.A.C.
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"Remember," said the serious
friend, "your country Is calling
you."
"I know it replied the seasoned
Senator, "but there's not the unanimity I'd like.
Different parts of
the country are calling me different things."
Exit "Buddy.
C.A.C.
xOUNGSTERS STEP PAST.

union services were held in the
The rollowing occurred in the ChiCollege Chapel under the auspices
cago Daily Drovers Journal as an edof the Local Post of the American
itorial on March 1, 1923:
Legion"The best agricultural colleges and
experiment stations that we have are
The Clemson College Post of the the boys' and girls' duos. What I
American Legion was organized on mean by that is that they are doing
January 12th of this year with a more to improve agricultural methmembership of about fifteen. Since ods than any other one agency. I
that time our membership has more have always been a strong booster
than doubled, and today we have for the agricultural college and the
the second largest membership of experiment station, but the average
any post in the State organized farmer is too slow to take up their
modern methods.
The boys' and
since January first. The next meet- girls' clubs get at the problem from
ing of the Post will be held on a different angle. Before the young,
Wednesday night, December 5th. sters have been in club work very
Officers for 1924 will be elected. long they are beating their parents at
their own game, and Dad and Mother
We are striving to increase our simply have to sit up and take nomembership 100 percent. It can be tice.
done! Let every man go over the
"A Nebraska farmer is tnus quoted in the Omaha Journal-Stockman.
top for a "Buddy."
'We have often expressed the same
idea regarding the importance of
Expanding
juvenile club work, and it is gratifying to find that others hold a similar
Mother: "What!
You've been view. These youngsters are being
fighting with that boy across the given a great start and it will show
in the years to come. The results of
street again!"
Son: "No, maw, he won't fight club work will increase year by year."
No one can measure at this time all
any more. I had to go into the it is sure to mean to our agriculnext block for this one."
tural industry in the future."

Dick Gosline—"What is the penality for bigmay, my dear sir?"
Emily—"Two Mothers-in-law."

"So you've sold out three dozen
pairs of garters since morniDg?"
cried the lady customer. "I don't
Mrs. Slow (vexed)—Mary, tell see where they all go to."
Mr. Slow I'm ready now. I thought
"Neither do I," blushed the male
he was dressed and waiting!
clerk.
Mary (returning)—Please, ma'am, he was; but he says now you'll
Rat Henry:
"Dad said in his
have to wait until he shaves again. letter that our family must have
a trace of German in it."
Ig—Did you see where a fellow
Soph:
"Why is that?"
went 65 days without a bath?
Henry: "He said it was because
Natz—No, I never read dirty my marks are getting so doggone
jokes Leatherneck.
low."

*

His sister called him Willie,
His mother called him Will,
But when he went to college,
To Dad 'twas Bill, Bill, Bill.

A case in the short circuite court
—A chap was arrested for assault
and battery and brought before the
judge.
Judge (to prisoner) "What is
Requirement No.
your name, your occupation and
Little Susie: "Papa, what makes what are you charged with?"
a man always give a woman a diaPrisoner:
"My name is Sparks,
mond engagement ring?"
I am an electrician, and I am
Her Father:
"The woman, my charged with battery.
dear."—Ex.
Judge: "Officer, put this guy in
a dry cell."—The Inland Marchant.
Prof. Egerton
(in Physics) —
"What offers the least resistance to
Serious:
"Your wife is looking
concentric pressure?"
well."
Manship—A flapper.—The Blue
"Yes- Just fancy. When I took
Pint.
her to the sanatarium she was so

What a difference
just a few cents make f
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Value of the Vegetable Garden—
TIGER SELECTS
Robinson punted out of bounds 3 6
into space. And Auburn was thru TIGERS REDUCE FAMOUS
Reduces the grocery bill one-third;
ALL-STATE ELEVEN in a flash and nabbed the oval, but
PURPLE HURUICAVR yards on FurijanV 42 yard line. a dollar invested will give $3.00 in
Pass failed.
Robinson intercepted return; every hour spent working in
Wertz,
the
wide-awake
center
(Continued From Page One.)
(Continued from Page Two.?
pass
and
returned
20 yards around the garden will give you ?1.63, or
pounced on him beluie he could
his extensive experience, is a brilRobinson punted 3n right end to Furman's 40 yard line. $16.30 per day. A half acre in garadvance the ball.
The
Auburn yard lineliant wingman. He is a wizard on
back had a clear field and would yards and MoCurry returned 12 Harmon made 12 yards at left end den crops is worth as much as 3
receiving passes and a deadly tackfor first down. Robinson added 5 acres in corn and cotton. The fall
have made it a touchdown with yards to Furman's 28 yard line.
garden pays this price. Now is the
ier. He plays the game possibly a
Poteat punted 35 yards and Frif- at right end and game was over. time to get busy.
ease, but for the quick work of the
bit more cleverly than Garrison and
Clemson center.
Wertz gets our fin was downed on Clemson's 39 Clemson 7; Furman 6gets the call by a narrow margin.
Season
over;
Clemson
Stato
Robinson punted 40
call for all-state center and we defy yard line.
Holohan and Strother
......—E. G. P.
the entire world to pwint out his yards out of bounds on Furman's champions.._.
Two Clemson tackles are picked
points of deficiency as compared 26 yard line.
C.A.C.
on the Tiger's all-state selection.
with any other pivot in the state.
Poteat punted 3 5 yards and GrifThis may seem a direct evidence of
GRINDINGS OF THE GRID IRON eat peanuts with your eyes,
The Columbia newspapers threw the
partiality, but one who saw the decision with their two votes for liams returned 3 yards to Furman's
By Juke
Robinson made ^
Clemson-Furman game on Thanks- Joree Wheeler, who failed to show 41 yard line.
Judge by flavor, not by size.
yards
at
right
end.
Harmon
netgiving Day cannot but agree with us anything like class this
According
to
leading
sport
auseason.
that this pair eclipse everything in Miller makes the composite selec- ted a yard at left side of line. Pass thorities thruout the state Clemson
Robinson faked punt placed five men on the imaginary
the state. The only other outstand- tion on account of the afore-men- grounded.
ing tackles are Burnett, of Furman, tioned old rule that P. C. must and ran 9 yards around left end for team. In our opinion the authoriWagener, of the Citadel; and Gard- have one man on the all-state team first down on Furman's 26 yard ties were wrong on their other six
line. Williams made 6 yards over selections.
ner, of Newberry. Holohan is an if P. C. has a good season.
center. Robinson lost a yard over
undisputed choice,
and Strother's
The Backfield
left tackle. Pass grounded. Furplaying against Burnett was sufRobinson,
Harmon,
Williams, man penalized 5 yards for off side,
ficient evidence to show his superAs to selecting the correct luminiority. Newberry and the Citadel and Carter are called for our back- giving Clemson first down on Fur- ary to fill the pivot bunk in Mister
Charlie Robinson is the man's 16 yard line. Williams made
have no legitimate claim to recog- field.
All-State's training house, the asnition by reason of their schedules greatest halfback in the Carolinas 7 yards through left tackle. A tronomical observers of sportdom
which did not give them any real and comes dangerously near to be- fumble lost a yard for Clemson. seem to have fixed their telescopic 'The dainty, delicious kind"
opposition in more than a game, or ing the leading halfback in the McCurry interfered with a receiver gaze upon an athletic planet of
so. Wagener makes the composite South. Morgan Blake gives 'him of a pass and Clemson was given minor importanceRegardless of
selection evidently because of the utility back on the second all-con- first down on Furman's 9 yard line. recent selections, Snow Bird Wertz
made
4 yards at left
fact that the Citadel showed a de- ference eleven and Morgan Blake Williams
still stands out as the man most
has
never
seen
him
play.
If
Blake
tackle.
Clemson
penalized
5 yards
cided improvement and put a fairdeserving of the honors at the cenly good team in the field so that could have seen the Clemson star as off side. Robinson lost a yard at tral position.
the scribes
and coaches decided he played in the Auburn game, or right end. Williams made a yard
Pass grounded, pass
that the team from Charleston any other games, he would have at left end.
Visit
should have some representation on prabably advanced Robby a notch grounded.
Laval's Hurricane has very aptly
CLINT TAYLOR'S
the mythical eleven.
But an all- or so. Robinson is the only triple
Furman took ball on own 10 yard likened itself unto the old proverstate team should be composed of threat man in South Carolina this line. Poteat punted 45 yards and bial monkey doing is sneeze into
LUNCH STAND
eleven players who are the best year. Doug Poteat is being tooted Robinson returned 12 yards to a whirlwind.
At no time last
men in their respective positions as a triple threat, but after seeing Furman's 3 8 yard line.
Thursday
was
it
thought
necessary
Harmon
Hot Dogs — Dogs Hot
throughout the state. Holohan and him play three games, we fail to lost 5 yards over line.
Robinson to partake ourselves to the storm
see
the
point.
His
kicking
is
very
Strother are just that. Big, powmade 2 yards
through
center- pits.
Cigars,
erful, smashing tackles that drove mediocre; he has gained consider- Williams 3 yards at left tackle.
able
yardage
against
weak
team,
Cigarettes,
thru all opposing lines to tackle
Williams made a first down on
runners before they hit the line of and then always behind good in- Furman's 27 yard line.
Williams
Soft Drinks,
Frankie Strother fought his way
since the Newberry
scrimmage, or to smear interfer- terference,
made 5 yards at left tackle. Robin- into an enviable reputation as a
Milks,
game,
he
has
failed
to
warrant
the
ence so that the ends could nail
son made 2 yards at right end. Har- steller lineman, in this, his first and
glowing
statements
concerning
his
the runners, these two men stand
Sandwiches,
mon made 2 yards through line. last year of football at Clemson.
out head and shoulders above all ability. Pat Harmon is a far su- Williams added 2 yards and a first
Candy,
* * *
South Carolina tackles. We have perior halfback on account of his down on Furman's 15 yard line.
exectional
defensive
playing.
HarThe Georgia Bulldogs evidently
seen Clemson play seven games,
—Most Anything You Want.
Quarter up. Clemson 7; Furman 6.
every game except the V. P. I. mon has not startled the world by
chewed the Centre "Colonels" down
FOURTH PERIOD
contest. Not a team on Clemson's his long gains but Harmon has been
to the proper size last Saturday.
It is
It was a cracker day in Athens.
schedule has been able to dent the up against real opposition.
Clemson's ball on Furman's 15
Tiger line. The two Clemson tack- far easier to gain thru Brskine and yard line and first down. Clemson
les have outplayed every pair they the Citadel than thru Centre, V. P. penalized 5 yards for off side. RobI. and Auburn. But Harmon has
A man's real ability should be
have metshown remarkable offensive power inson made 3 yards at right tackle. judged by his success against greatJackson and Lanford
fact.
Against Pass failed- Pass grounded. Rob- est opposition.
The Clemson-FurStonewall Jackson and Lanford in spite of this
inson missed a drop kick try for
get the call for guards. Both were Furman last Thursday, Pat dashed field goal from Furman's 2 8 yard man game is admitted to have been
Brhig Your Work to The
picked on the composite coaches thru tackle for considerable yard- line and Furman took ball over on the biggest game of South Carolina
age.
Returning
punts,
he
has
been
football. In that game "Pat" Harand writers selection. The GreenOld Reliable
As an own 20 yard line.
mon made more yardage than the
ville News remarks that Lanford is a sensation all the year.
SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED
interferer,
he
has
not
an
equal
in
faster than Jackson, which stateMcCurry lost 4 yards at right end. entire Furman team, including Billy
the
Palmetto
State.
And
while
he
Laval
and
the
referee.
As
"Rube"
ment must be taken with a grain
Poteat punted 41 yards out of
CLIFT CRAWFORD'S
of salt by those who have seen has not been called upon to do so bounds on Clemson's 44 yard line. Goldberg would say, however, "it
Jackson step out. D lbson, of Fur- on many occasions, Harmon can Robinson punted 45 yards and Mc- does not mean anything." His efmen, gets a few votes, which fact kick and pass on an equal with Curry was downed on Furman's 19 forts merely paved the way to glory
PRESSING CLUB
is surprising when it is remembered Poteat. This has been demonstrat- yard line. McCurry lost 3 yards at for other men.
Herlong
for Simpson.
that Dobson was out of the Caro- ed during the current season. Brat- left end.
lina and Clemson games. Jackson ton Williams is the only fullback Waters made 1 yard through cenGeorgia Tech holds the record
and Lanford form n combination in South Carolina who has gained ter. Poteat punted 48 yards and
for
tie games in the South. In all
consistently
thru
the
lines
of
every
Robinson returned 2 yards to Clemthat lead Tennant and Norton, who
the tie games in which she has
team
he
has
met.
The
principal
son's
42
yard
line.
Robinson
puntcome in for exceedingly favorable
error of Clemson's season was the ed 35 yards and ball fell deal on participated she held an edge over
mention.
Against Alabama
failure to use Williams at critical Furman's 34 yard line. Waters ran the opposition.
J. B. Wertz, Center
moments.
This
statement
is out of bounds for no gain. Her- she made twenty-two first downs
The one monumental error and
vouchsafed by Coach Saunders and long failed to gain at left tackle. to Alabama's none, yet the score
injustice in the composite selection
numerous other coaches. There is Poteat punted 3 5 yards and Rob- was zoree, zoree.
of coaches and writers is the nam* * *
little or no argument over the full- inson returned 5 yards to Clemson's
ing of Miller for center over Wertz.
The conductor
on the
"Tiger
back honors. Otis Carter is placed 47 yard lineWilliams made 4
Miller is a good center, possibly an
at' quarterback on account of his yards at right end. Robinson made Special" was at a loss to know how
exceptionally good center, but we
generalship and
defensive ability. a yard at left tackle.
Robinson so many boys could ride on so few
saw him hook up with Wertz and
Carter can run with the ball if punted 4 2 yards and ball rolled tickets.
we saw Wertz make him look alnecessary, he is a dependable place- dead on Furman's 13 yard line.
most commonplace.
Wertz
has
ment kicker, his generalship is un- Herlong failed to gain at right end.
played practically all of every game surpassed in South Carolina.
Altho the basketball season is
A Pass grounded. Poteat punted 3 5
Neatly combed, well-kept hair
that Clemson has played and he has
business and social asset.
0
quarterback should direct the team. yards and Robinson returned seven about ready to get under way, the
been a shinning star in them all.
STACOMB make:- the hair si
Princeton quarterbacks
rarely, if yards to Furman's 42 yard line. Clemson-Furman fracus is the main any style you like even after it d»a
Down on punts with the ends, he
jor idea in many minds.
ever, carry the ball. This is true Robinson lost
just been washed.
3 yards at right
made tackle after tackle in the
STACOMB—the original—hz*
of many other great teams. Carter
used- for years by stars of stage
open field.
Backing up the line has played at end because he is an tackle. He made 5 yards at the
screen—leaders
of style. Write t.-..
same place. He punted 10 yards
according to Saunders' own method excellent
Altho Piedmont is a good cigarfor free trial tube.
defensive
player,
and and Waters returned 5 yards to
Wertz crashed thru to make many
Tubas—33c Jr.rc—7~c
pass receiver. With Finklea and Furman's 40 yard line.
Orr for ette Roeina reigns supreme.
tackles on line plays. His passing
Insist on'STACOMB—in the
Myer at ends, this factor is cared Blackwell.
was more accurate that that of any
yellow a-.id gold package.
for in great shape, and Carter's logi1
For sale at your druggist or wherever
center in the state. He followed
Pass grounded.
Pass groundedcal position is at quarterback.
toilet goods are sold.
"Coach" Bee has the latest ideas
the ball like a cat, recovering fumStandard J.aboratrries, Inc.
The backfield, as named, would Robinson intercepted a pass on in facial styles.
ble after fumble. We especially re750 Stanford Avenue Lot Anftelcs Calif "«i»
Clemson's 45 yard line. Robinson
We extend Coach Saunders our
possess
every
qualification
necessary
S«nd coupon for Free Tri.-I Tui .
member one occasion of the Aupunted 4 0 yards and McCurry re- hearty congratulations for the way
burn game which is illustrative of to a great football team. It has turned 2 yards to Furman's 22 yard
STANDAttn LAEOItATOUIES. Inf.
he has engineered
the
football
750 Stanford ATC. LO» AnirolM, California. Doi
the ability and alertness of Wertz. the qualities of speed, versatility of line. McCurry lost 4 yards at left
I'.cuso nend mo fren triul ;.jt>«.
team, and wish him even greater
attack,
threat,
and
wearing
ability.
There was a misunderstanding of
end.
Pass
failed.
Poteat
punted
success on his coming "dear" hunt.
signals, and Wertz passed the ball No four men in the state could 64 yards and ball rolled out of
form a greater system of inner
to the spot where the man should
C.A.C.
bounds on Clemson's 22 yard line
works.
—Gene Parker.
have been, but the oval sailed out
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turned back without a yard.

* * *

FINKLEA AND GARRISON, at
the end positions, did all that any
pair of wingmen could do. Making
Tfc re vi Utt
tackle after tackle on line plays,
they stopped the Hurricane offense
WoHd q/ Sports
with apparent ease. On a soggy
and slippery field, they were down
under punts like a streak and only
once did they allow the receiver
THE RELENTLESS hand of Fa- finale in Greenville when Clemson
to get by them.
ther Time has rudely lowered the subdued the Purple Hurricane by
* * *
curtain upon the football season of a score of 7 to 6.
PAT
HARMON
was probably the
* * *
1923. Football warriors lay aside
outstanding hero in the backfield.
their padded moleskins and shoulBUD SAUNDERS and Capt. May
It was Pat's toe that kicked the
der pads until next Autumn, or for- have turned out a wonderful team
winning point and it was Pat's
at
Clemson.
Using
an
entirely
new
ever.
system of play, they produced an smashes at the line that gained
* « *
much of Clemson's yardage.
The
eleven that lost only two games,
THE CURTAIN which announced
these to a pair of the strongest line having stopped the rushes, Pat
the end of Clemson's gridiron achad little to do on defense except
teams in the south. Saunders fativities for the good year 1923,
to cover passes- This he did with
mous shift, known as the "crapdescended upon a picturesque setunerring accuracy, grounding or inshooters' shift" has created quite a tercepting every pass that came his
ting- The scene was laid on Manly
sensation in southern football. When way. Once he returned an interfield of Furman
University
at
it was first seen here, it came in for cepted aerial attempt for 4 7 yards,
Greenville. The time >vas Thanksmuch criticism, most of the writers
carrying the ball deep into Furman
giving Day, and the occasion was
and experts being of the opinion territory.
the annual Clemson-Furman classic
that it was unsound.
However,
* * *
football game. The picture portraythey all agree now that is has been
GILLY DOTTERER suffered an
ed on the stage of Manly field was
a tremendous asset to the Tiger injury to his game ankle early in
one that was calculated to bring
team.
the second quarter.
He had run
joy to the heart of any Clemson
* * *
the team well and his passing was
supporter.
One thousand Clemson
CLEMSON IS on the upward of the highest order. Bob Griffin,
cadets stood at attention while the
corps of bugles sent forth the plain- grade in athletics- The Tigers have who relieved him, played a reclever
tive strains of "Taps" over their been badly down for the past few markable consistent and
fallen adversary, the highly-touted years and now beginning to regain game.
* * *
With
Purple Hurricane. Strong men shed to their pristine prestige.
continued
good
fortune,
they
should
CHARLIE ROBINSON played his
tears of pure joy, and undergraduates threw their arms around each be among the strongest teams in usual spectacular and brilliant brand
of football. His kicking of a wet
other and danced all over the the south next year.
* * •
ball was particularly deserving of
campus.
SCHEDULES FOR next year are praise. "I have never seen a bet• * «
the topic of consideration of most ter kicker, and I doubt if there is
THIS WAS the moment for which schools at this time. Clemson still
a better one in the country." says
Clemson men have been waiting has two open dates with a large
Coach Saunders of Robby.
these four years. Furman first de- number of strong teams asking for
* * *
feated Clemson in 19 20, the two games.
Games have already been
BRATTON WILLIAMS, when callteams having tied the previous year. scheduled with Auburn, Presbyter- ed upon to carry the oval, smashed
In 19 21 they battled to a scoreless ian College, V. P. I., Carolina, Davinto the Furman line until it buckled
tie, arid in 19 22 Furman returned idson, and Furman.
Among the and crumbled like paper. His line
victories by a score of 20 to 6. applicants for the other two dates plunges reminded one of nothing so
Until Thanksgiving Day, Furman are the Citadel, University of Ala- much as a small tank plowing its
had never been defeated qn Manly bama, University of Kentucky, Mis way through a giant forest. The
Field by a South Carolina team, but sippi A. & M. College, and numer Clemson fullback richly deserves
Clemson was far superior to the ous others.
the All-State honors that have come
Hurricane that day. The result of
* * *
to himthe battle was never in doubt after
C.A.C.
:
CLEMSON WILL lose only four
the first few moments of play even
men
from
this
year's
team
of
F.
W.
Chapman
'10,
is
city electhough the score was such as to
regulars,
and
it
is
possible
that
a
trician
at
Laurens,
S.
C.
lead one to believe that the game
was closely cpntested.
Clemson change in the rules may allow these
J. L- Blackmon '16, is connected
scored her touchdown, kicked goal, to return- The men who graduate
with the Watt's Cotton Mills at
this
year
are
Wertz,
center;
Garrithen Furman scored a touchdown
son, end; Strother, tackle; and Dot- Laurens, S. C.
and failed to kick goal. The Tigers
terer, quarterback.
settled back and played a kicking
C. J. Hayden '12, is Horticultural
* * *
game, content to win without takAgent for the L. and N. Railroad.
BASKETBALL PRACTICE starting too many chances on a wet
ed Monday.
Coach Saunders will
field.
L. G. Smoak '21, is with the
have charge of the Tiger cage team. Westinghouse Elec, Co., of N. Y.
*
*
V
Many of last year's regulars have
THE TIGERS have enjoyed a graduated, but it is expected that
T. L. Zeigler '21, is with the
highly successful season this year Saunders will be able to produce a
Westinghouse Elec- Co., of Chicago.
under the tutelage of Bud Saunders winning combination from those
and Capt. T. E. May. They opened men who will turn oat. The first
J. H. Hayden, '12, is farming
the season auspiciously by playing game of the season is with Georgia near Walterboro, S. C.
Auburn to a scoreless tie at Clem- Tech to be played at Clemson early
A. S- Smoak '15, is farming in
son and by outplaying the Plains- in January.
Calhoun County.
men by a sufficient margin to win
* * *
most games.
Following the AuONE PICTURES from grim realburn game, Clemson took on New- ity the slashing offensive and deI. L. Harris '20, was married on
berry and gave them a trouncing
fensive play of Captain Butch Holo- Thanksgiving Day to Miss Anna
3 2 to 0. Saunders then took his
han in Thursday's battle.
Butch Belle Dabney, of Beaumont, Texas.
Tigers to Danvile, Ky., to battle the Holohan, the stalwart exhorter, was "Jug Head," as he was commonly
. famous Praying Colonels of Centre
a towering figure in the Clemson known, was captain of the baseball
College.
Clemson played rings
line. Twitching with every muscle team in 19 20 and is now Entomoaround the Colonels for the first
on every play, the Tiger captain logist for the Federal Horticultural
half but weakened in the latter
spurred his men on to superhuman Board with headquarters at Beaupart of the game and lost 2 8 to 7.
efforts with inspiring and encourag- mont, Texas.
The* big annual classic with the
ing words. And then Butch set the
University of South Carolina at the example.
On the defense he was
State Fair followed
the
Centre under every play, upsetting the inCLEMSON COLLEGE, S. C.
game.
Clemson was three touchterference while the ends made the
BY THE COMMUNITY!
downs superior to the Gamecocks
tackles and frequently making tackFOR THE COMMUNITY!
but they only won the game by a les himselfONE HUNDRED PERCENT
7 to 6 score. The strong Virginia
* fc *
FOR
THE TIGERS AND
Polytechnic Institute team was next
ANOTHER FIGURE that comTIGERTOWN!
on the Clemson schedule and the manded respect and admiration was
CADETS ALWAYS WELCOME.
Tigers lost to the lads from the Old Stonewall Jackson.
This hero of
CHECKS CASHED.
Dominion state by a score of 2 6 numerous other battles retained the
FULL
LINE OF
to 6. Returning to Clemson on the right to his "Stonewall" Thursday.
CANDLES,
following Friday, the Clemson warSTROTHER AND TENNANT held
FRUITS,
riors took on Davidson College and up their end of the line in noble
TOBACCOS,
won from them 13 to 0. Walter style. In fact, the entire Clemson
SHOES,
Johnson brought his fiery Presby- line functioned
like a well-oiled
SWEATERS,
terian College team to Clemson on machine.
Furman
hurled
their
UNDERWEAR.
Nov. 17 and the Tigers trounced powerful backs at the Tiger for- Drop in to see us. We appreciate
them 20 to 0. Then came the big wards time and again only to be
Your trade.

THE COMMUNITY STORE

O. L. Hayden '21,
buyer in Athens, Ga.

is a cotton

"Nat" Wallace '22, and A. F.
Martin '19, are with the Martin
Electric Co., of Laurens, S. C.

DECEMBER 5, 1923
r=T
Miss Margaret Sadler was hostess
at a very enjoyable dinner Sunday
at the Clemson Club Hotel. The
guests were Mr. and Mrs. J. J. McSween, Dr. and Mrs. W. M- Riggs,
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Bryan, Mr. and
Mrs. D. H. Henry, and Mrs- R. C.
Shiver.

»

R. F. King, '20, is agricultural instructor in the Simpsonville High
Schools at Simpsonville, S. C.
Mrs. E. B. Elmore is visiting relaC. C. G.
tives in Charlotte and Cowpens.
C.A.C.
Mrs. Berry, of Lynchburg, Va.,
Mr. and Mrs- W. A. Schilletter
of Tryon, N. C, were recent visitors is visiting her sister, Mrs. Carter
at the home of Mrs. A. Schilletter. Newman-

Mr. Newton Brackett has returned
Mrs. T. G. Robertson, of Charto the Medical College at Charles- lotte, N. C, was a visitor at the
ton, after a visit to his parents, Dr. home of Mrs. O. R. Doyle the past
and Mrs. R. N. Brackettweek.

STATISTICS ON CLEMSON-FURMAN GAME
Score by periods:
1st Q2nd Q3rd Q4 G.
Total
Olemson
1r
0
0
a
7
Furman
6
0
0
0
6
First Downs Earned:
Clemson
2
1
3
I
7
Furman
1
1
0
0
2
Forward Passes Completed:
Clemson
1
1
o
0
Note.—One Clemson pass was interfered with in 3rd period.
Furman
1
o
0
0
Forward Passes Dicomplete:
Clemson
114
2
8
Furman
0
2
0
6
8
Forward Passes Lost by Interception:
Clemson
0
0
0
0
0
Furman
0
2
0
2
4
Net yardage gained running with ball from scrimmage:
Clemson
30
Loss 4
54
33
113
Furman
6
5
Loss 3
Loss 8
0
Yards gained by forward passes:
Clemson
14
8
0
0
22
Furman
50
0
0
0
50
Yards gained running back kicks and intercepted forward passes:
Clemson
10
63
25
33
131
Furman
13
26
23
13
75
Penalties on:
Clemson
0
10
5
5
20
Furman
5
0
5
2
12
Fatal fumbles by:
Clemson
0
0
0
0
0
Furman
2
0
0
0
2
Kick-offs by:
Clemson
2(32 40)
1(35)
1(38)
Ave. 36i4
Furman
0
0
0
0
Goals from field tried:
Clemson
0
0
0
1
Furman
0
0
0
0
Ball lost on downs:
t
Clemson
2
1
1
0
Furman
0
0
0
0
Punts (counting distance rolling):
Clemson
3(38,30,
4(37,31, 2(38,40, 6(38,35, 15
33)
37,47)
35,15,34)
Furman
4(42,24, 3(53.50, 4(30,33, 45(40,0, 16
36,44)
34)
23,42)
35,35,60)
Punting averages!—Clemson 35; Furman 38.
-Compiled by W. W. B.

SLOAN BROS. I
We do not sell all the good
fJood-s in town, BUT what
WE DO SELL ARE GOOD.
o o o
Robt. Burns Cigars,
Nunnally's Candy,
Waterman Fountain Pens,
Arrow Shirts and Cellars,
Knitted and Military Ties,
Khaki Reflation Shirts
and ftwwii
Army Sfcees, Hpetfal
Bath Robes and
Minima* 611k and Wool
Hose.

Special Attention Given
to Ordering Athletic
Goods—only two days
required.
RACKETS RESTRUNG
SWEATERS
WHITE DUCKS
BASKETBALL SHOES
TENNIS RACKETS

SLOAN BROS

I

